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• Storage Rights Trading

• New Informational Reports

• Changes to FAR Trading

• Enhanced Imbalance Trading

• Scheduling Changes
Enhanced Imbalance Trade

Added the ability to post Open Offers for Imbalance Positions

Will still be able to post pre-arranged offers

You must confirm bids made to your imbalance positions. Envoy will not be confirm bids on your behalf.

You remain responsible for any financial exchange with the counter party.
Omnibus Phase II Scheduling Changes

- Envoy will no longer validate storage injection, withdrawal, and inventory rights when entering a transaction.
- The enforcement of the storage rights will be performed at confirmation time.
- New reduction codes for storage transactions:
  - IIR: Insufficient Injection Rights
  - IWR: Insufficient Withdrawal Rights
  - EIR: Exceeds Inventory Rights
- Additional Enhancements:
  - Email Reduction Reports
  - If a critical notice has an attachment, just click on the paper clip to view it.
  - Capacity Utilization Screen will now display both the firm and interruptible confirmed and scheduled storage nominations.